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Company: INTECH Process Automation

Location: , , United Arab Emirates

Category: architecture-and-engineering

DescriptionWe are seeking a highly motivated and experienced QC Engineer – Electrical

& Instrumentation who will be responsible for but not limited to ensure that all Electrical

Installation and Instrumentation related activities are executed safely, effectively, and

efficiently in accordance with applicable technical requirements, company policies and

procedures. To perform E&I processes as required in the planning & execution of projects,

and implement continual improvement initiatives including guiding/ assisting other members

of the team.Responsibilities:Check conformity with the Quality Control Plan, obtain the

relevant documentations, check procedures and equipment to be used in tests, controls &

inspections, and manage documents / records emerging from tests, controls, and

inspections.Ensure the correct implementation of the approved Inspection Test Plan.

Prepare relevant Inspection and Test plan.Check power transformers, switchboard,

accumulator battery, sockets outlet, lighting system. Perform visual inspections,

dimensional test, check ratings and materials for connection.Performs tests of continuity and

insulation resistance, check installation of instruments, perform functionality tests for

instruments and equipment, Performs test communication functionalities etc.Updates as built

drawings, Performs punch-listing operations.Witness the tests, controls and inspections

carried out, ensure the correct implementation of the approved Inspection & Test Plan.Verify

special processes and the relevant workers’ qualifications.Maintaining interface with the

Client and project team to ensure that all contractual, code and inspection requirements are

met based on the scope of the inspection.Take responsibility for interpretation of E&I

drawings, codes and standard for all kinds of Electrical equipment and installations in the
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marine sector and troubleshooting where necessary.Ensure compliance with all applicable

information security policies & procedures.Working Relationships:Internal

Interactions:Quality Control ManagerQuality Assurance ManagerProject

ManagersProduction/Fabrication/Engineering/Operation ManagersProduction

Engineers/Supervisors/ForemenExternal Interactions:Customer RepresentativesThird

Party InspectorsClassification societiesContractors and Sub-

contractors.RequirementsGraduate Engineering, with additional E&I CertificationMinimum of

8~10 years’ experience, relating to quality works of oil and gas industry, CI Skids Projects, EPC

projects.Certificates relating to valid professional qualification(CompEx or

equivalent).BScElectrical and Instrumentation EngineerCommunicate (written & oral) in the

English language with confidence.Excellent listening skills, assertiveness, and ability to

coach subordinates.Physically fit and able to work in extreme climatic conditions.Able to

perceive the mood of a customer or subcontractor and react appropriately.Able to read,

understand and interpret Engineering drawings.Capable of interpreting E&I drawings, and

applicable codes and standards for E&I works.Ability to work with electrical and

instrumentation tools.Good understanding of the safety aspects of E&I activities.Resilience

under stressDemonstrate ability to listen to the views of others and respond in a logical

and well-thought-out manner.Good knowledge of Quality Management SystemExcellent

knowledge of documentation, computer operation, procedures & applicable ERP

systemsValid professional qualification as applicable (CompEx or equivalent + Management

System Lead Auditor)Fluent in English. (Mandatory)
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